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£12 500 are exempt from duty On estates of a
higher value duty is chargeable by reference to
rates ranging from 25 per cent to 85 per cent
on successive shoes of the estate
Estates ol the Bealm in Great Britain are the
Lords Spiritual, the Lords Temporal and the
Commons They are the great classes invested
with distinct political powers and whose
concurrence is necessary to legislation
Esters Organic chemicals formed by combining
an alcohol with an acid. They have a pleasant
smell and occur naturally m plants as the
scent of flowers. Mannfactuied for use in the
perfumery industry and as flavourings in food
Some esters are used as solvents notably amyl
acetate ( peat drops ) in quick drying
paints. The polymeric fibre Terylene
consists of chains of molecules containing many
ester groups formed by reacting an alcohol
having two alcoholic (OH) groups with an acid
havme two acid (COOH) groups.
Etching a process of engraving on copper usually
the design being drawn with a steel needle and
the lines produced by the action of an acid
Ether m chemistry is a volatile inflammable
liquid composed of carbon hydrogen and
oxygen. It is a valuable anaesthetic obtained
by heating alcohol with sulphuric acid In
physics in the 19th cent all space was supposed
to be filled with a substance called ether the
chief property of which was to carry light waves
t e light wae supposed to be waves in this all
pervading medium known as the ether Specu
lation and experiment concerned with the ether
were very fruitful in advancing physics TJlti
mately the attempts by Michelson and Morley
to detect the motion of the earth through the
ether were unsuccessful in this respect but pro
foundly successful in stimulating the theory of
relativity The ether concept has now been
abandoned See also F15(l)
Ethylene A gas compounded of carbon and
hydrogen it is related to acetylene and ethane
Industrially it is obtained as a by product in
petroleum refining It has wide uses as a
starting material m the industrial manufacture
of intermediates especially alcohol Its most
important application is hi the production of
polythene (poly-ethylene) See Catalyst
Etruscans people believed to have come from Asia
Minor who colonised Italy about 900 bo
settled in what is now Tuscany and part of
Umbria reached the height of their civilisation
about 500 b o and were ultimately absorbed
by the Romans They were skilled technicians
m bronze, silver and goldwork. and excelled m
the art of granular decoration.
Etymology treats of the science and structure of
words, including classification and derivation.
Eucalyptus. This genus includes 300 species of
evergreen leathery leaved trees native to
Australia. The oils yielded by different species
vary a great deal m their scent and other pro
perties and axe chiefly used In pharmacy and per
fumery about 30 species produce oils suitable
for medicinal purposes Various species pro
duce timber
Euro-dollar Market An international financial
market located mainly in Britain and Europe
for lending and borrowing dollars i e titles to
dollar deposits in United States banks See
Section fi Part IV
Europium, element discovered by Demarcay m
1006 A member of the rare-earth metal group
Evaporation is the process by which a solid or
liquid Is resolved into vapour by heat The
opposite process is condensation "Wherever a
liquid or solid surface is exposed, evaporation
takes place into the space above If the vapour
is continually removed the solid or liquid
vanishes Into vapour the higher the tempera
tare the quicker the process If the vapour is
confined, then it collects, getting more concert
trated until as many atoms of vapour are con
densing as are evaporating The vapour Is then
said to be saturated Evaporation of water
from sea, soil, plants skin etc., is continuously
in progress so it is a process of fundamental
importance to meteorology botany physiology
industry not to speak of human comfort and
homely activities such as laundering
Everest Expeditions. For many years after Mt
Everest had been shewn to be the highest
of the earth i equator makmj, oaj and night of
equal length
Eras are distinctive periods of tone associated
with some remarkable iiistorical event or per
sonage The Christian t ra is computed accord
ing to a 8th-cent reckoning to begin with
Jesus b birth aj> 1 The date is placed some
years too lafe Scholars now believe that
Jesus was born c 6 b c The Jeuish era dates
from 37 61 b c the Jvhan era from the alteration
of the calendar by Julius Caesar 45 b o the
Mohammedan era from the date of the Heaira
or the flight of Mohammed from Mecca to
Medina which is ad 622 July 16. in the
Gregorian Calendar
Erbium belongs to the group of rare-earth metals
discovered by Mosander in 1842
Erg the unit of work and energy in the centunetre-
gram second system the energy involved
when a force of 1 dyne moves its point of
application through & distance of 1 cm.
ErI King a forest fiend of carman mythology
who lured children from their homes and earned
them off In Goethe s ballad the ErlkSuig it
is a traveller's child who ia lured to destruction
Ermine   See Stoat
Ernie, the name given to the electronic random
number indicator equipment the electronic
machine which selected the prizewinmng nnm
bers in the first Premium Bond draw held June
1-2 1957
Eros. This asteroid is 15-20 mfles in diameter
It comes closer to the earth than any other
member of the solar system with the exception
of the mooa and several very small asteroids
Determination of solar parallax based on
observations of Bros in 1980-31 yielded the
most accurate estimate of the distance of the
sun from the earth (93 004 000 miles)
Erse a term used by Lowland Scottish and
English writers for the Gaelic language spoken
in the Highlands of Scotland Sometimes
erroneously applied to Irish, the Gaelic language
as spoken in Ireland and revived as an official
language in recent times Dr Johnson, Sir
Walter Scott and other writers used Erse
to signify Scottish Gaelic The language of the
Scottish Lowlands (that used by Robert Burns)
is related to the English language and not to
Gaelic and is variously termed Scots Braid
Scots, the Doric the Scottish vernacular and
fashionably of late Lallans
Escurial or Escorial, Spanish monastery built in
the mountains near Madrid by Philip n to
commemorate the victory over the French at
Saint-Quentin (1557) A palace was added
later and it also includes a church library and
royal mausoleum Built in granite in sombre
style it ia one of the finest buildings in Europe
Escutcheon a shield shaped surface called a Held
upon which a man s arrnonial bearings are repre
seated. A woman b is lozenge shaped.
Esparto Grass grows In great abundance in Spam
and North Africa and the pulp is largely used
for paper making as well as for other purposes
Esperanto an artificial international language
created by L Zamenhof of Warsaw and first
published in 1887 It does not seek to replace
national languages but to serve as a second
language for international communication. It
is based on the Intemationallty of many words m
the principal modern languages and is entirely
phonetic in spelling and pronunciation.
Esauire formerly a title applied to a young man of
noble birth who attended on a knight and
carried his shield. The title ranked next below
that of knight and was applied to the eldest sons
of knights and the younger sons of peers. Later
it became a courtesy title and given to any man
as a mark of respect.
Essential Oils are oils derived from plants by
distillation or expression, and much used in per
fumery as well as to some extent m medicine
Estate Duty is the duty payable upon the value of
all property passing on the death, of any person.
The charge to duty is not limited to property
owned by the deceased but may extend to other
property eg to trust funds from which the
deceased received income in his lifetime and to
stttemade by the deceased within seven years
of Ms death (one year in the, case of a gift for
public or charitable purposes} for deaths
owssptoe after 30 March 1971 estates not over

